COMMUNITY AVIATION CONSULTATION GROUP (CACG)
MEETING NO. 8
RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS OF CACG HELD MONDAY 25TH MARCH 2013
VENUE: VISIONS ROOM – TWIN TOWNS CLUB AND RESORT

Attendees:
Les Fisher AO
Stacey Elliott
Elissa Keenan
Neil Hall
Bryan Nicolson
Martin Simpkins
Ron Brent
Marg Walgers
Kate McKenzie
Andrew Tribe
Heidi Ledwell
Bill Pinkstone
John Steel
Jon Stewart
Doug Cluer
Richard Murray
Scott Brown
Harry Boyd
Garry Orchard
Helen Gannon
Eleanor Dun
Reece Byrnes
Paul Fagan
Val Kirk
Joc Steele
Des Marks
Rob Sellar
Darren Morrison
Gwenda Byrne
Helen Twohill
Tim Abberton
Pat Tate
Geoff Tribe
Jenny Spragg
John colvin
Ian Rabbitts

-Chair
-Minute Taker
-Airservices
-Airservices
-Airservices
- Airservices
-Aircraft Noise Ombudsman (ANO)
-Fingal Head
-Fingal Head Community Association
-Fingal Head
-Fingal Head Community Association
-ANACC Representative
-Fingal Head
-Tourism and Transport Forum
-Fingal Head
-Tweed Heads Environment Group
-Ngarakwal
-Ngarakwal
-Resident
-Department of Infrastructure and Transport
-Department of Infrastructure and Transport
-Office of Justine Elliot MP
-Resident
-Kingscliff
-Fingal Head
-Fingal Head
-Fingal Head
-Fingal Head
-Pyramid Holiday Park
-Fingal Head Community Association
-Aircraft Noise Ombudsman’s Office
-Banora Point & Districts Residents Association
-East Banora Point Residents Association
-Terranora
-Fingal Head
-Fingal Head
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Lindy Smith
David White
Sue Wilkinson
Bill Rowe
Rob Bradford
H Gorter
Fran Rabbitts
Beth Lewis
Ebony Lewis
Kay Bolton
Maxine Matthews
Ronda Campbell
Peter Bolton
Karen Morrison
Roger Graf
Dawn Walker

-Tweed Heads Pony Club
-Virgin Australia
-Gold Coast City Council
-Fingal Head Community Association
-Fingal Head
-Banora Point Resident
-Fingal Head
-Fingal Head
-Fingal Head
-Fingal Head
-Fingal Head
-Fingal Head
-Fingal Head
-Fingal Head
-Fingal Head
-Fingal Head Resident

GCAPL
Charles Martin
Marion Charlton
Brett Curtis
Graeme Allen
Craig Shaw
Norbert Benton

-General Manager Aviation
-General Manager Commercial and Terminals
-Manager Operations and Standards
-Project Director
-General Manager Corporate Services
-Environment Manager

Apologies
Chris Robbins
Ian Burns
Pauline Denison
Christopher Davis
Pauline Denison
Paul Donovan
Fraser Hethorn
Barry Jephcote
Garth Threlfall
Brad Pearce
Peter Barrett
Melissa Pearce
Gayle Judd
Martin Winter
Justin Wastnage
Geoff Provest
Tania McDonald
Karen Andrews
Peter Doggett

-Gold Coast City Council
-Gold Coast City Council
-Gold Coast City Council
-Gold Coast City Council
-Gold Coast City Council
-GCAPL
-Bilinga Neighbourhood Watch Group (ANACC Member)
-SECCA (ANACC Member)
-Friends of Currumbin (ANACC Member)
-Tweed Council (ANACC Member)
-Tugun Progress Association (ANACC Member)
-QAL – Communications Manager
-AFP
-GC Tourism
-Tourism and Transport Forum
-NSW Member for Tweed
-Department of Infrastructure
-Federal Member for McPherson
-Connecting Southern Gold Coast
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Bill McKennariey
Peter Spurgin
Toni Limon
George Ryland
Julie Murray
Lance Munday
Greg Wyatt
John Crane
Greg Brennan
Daniel Eatock
Steve Macrae

-Details not provided
-Careflight
-GCAPL
-Details not provided
-Kingscliff Rate Payers Association
-Citizen
-QLD Transport
-Virgin Australia
-Tiger Airways
-CASA
-No Details Provided

1. Welcome and Introduction
Chairman Les Fisher welcomed all attendees to the first CACG meeting for 2013, in particular those
who were attending the CACG for the first time.
The Chair introduced the Gold Coast Airport & Airservices representatives which would be presenting
at the meeting.
The Chair acknowledged that Mr Ron Brent, the Aircraft Noise Ombudsman was in attendance for the
meeting and noted that Ron would be speaking during Item 8 Other Business.
The Chair reinforced the objectives and purpose of the CACG and advised that the CACG is now in its
third year, the hope for 2013 is to focus is less on aircraft noise and more on airport issues in general.
Whilst continuing to look for more community friendly departure profiles, there is still emphasis on
finding solutions for the southerly departures in terms of noise reduction. The Chair advised that
broader representation at the CACG is also desirable and communication through a nominated
spokesperson for a community group where possible.
2. Apologies
Apologies are recorded above.
3. Acceptance of Record of Proceedings CACG 8th NOVEMBER 2012
No amendments to the record of proceedings were requested, 8th November 2012 Record of
Proceedings were accepted by the committee.
4. Business Arising/Recommendations from Record of Proceedings CACG 8TH NOVEMBER 2012


All weather access from aircraft the terminal an ongoing recommendation- this item will
remain on the Record of Proceedings.
 Timing of the meeting to be reviewed – this recommendation will be discussed as part of
Item 8 – Other Business.
Lindy Smith – Tweed Heads Pony Club, within the November Record of Proceedings Page 3, Item 3,
Airservices took the question on notice and was going to respond directly, this has not occurred.
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Lindy also noted that it would be more appropriate to respond to the association who asked the
question rather than an individual.
Helen Twohill – Throughout the Record of Proceedings there were a lot of questions asked which
Elissa Keenan took on notice, Helen noted that she hopes that these questions will be answered within
the Airservices report. Elissa confirmed these would be answered.
The Chair raised one question in particular which requires a response:
8th November 2012 Record of Proceedings, Page 3 – “Karen Morrison raised that on page 10 – NAP
Review discussion/community questions, the figures which are listed are only for commercial aircraft
and the Fingal Heads Community Residents had requested the figures for ALL aircraft, not just
commercial flights, and would like ASA to provide these figures to the Group for review.”
Elissa Keenan replied advising that a response has been provided to the GCAL ANACC Chair as the
question was submitted to ASA through ANACC. The response was provided on 25 March 2013
therefore the information may not have been forwarded to the Fingal Head Community Association as
yet.
Elissa further explained that in regards to the question relating to the size of the EMU’s on page 5,
information was provided to GCAL to distribute as an attachment (Attachment A) with the 8th
November 12 CACG Record of Proceedings.
Helen Twohill queried Elissa regarding the question raised at the last CACG regarding the additional
loud noise the community is experiencing due to the large number of jet aircraft in holding patterns
over the local community.
Elissa advised the committee attendees that the holding pattern has been in place for at least 20
years. Brisbane is having capacity issues and aircraft are being placed into holding patterns. There are
6 holding patterns and confirmed that one is over the Gold Coast/Tweed suburbs.
Neil Hall – Airservices advised that jet aircraft hold over the Gold Coast inbound from Sydney, it is a
standard holding pattern to alleviate congestion at Brisbane Airport. These aircraft can hold at
13,000ft though typically they are between 15,000-26,000ft.
Helen Twohill informed Neil that at the last CACG meeting that she had held up an article which was
printed in the Courier Mail newspaper which stated that the new runway at Brisbane Airport was
closed and wouldn’t be reopened until 2020. Helen stated that since the last CACG meeting held in
December there has been a significant increase in holding traffic over local Gold Coast communities.
The question which Helen wanted verified was in the period between the announcement of the
change at Brisbane Airport and up until present day, can we track what changes have been made.
Neil Hall replied advising that the number of airborne holding is reducing due to the ‘Ground Delay
Program’ which has been implemented approximately two months ago. Neil also reiterated that this
was one of many enroute holding patterns that has been in place for many years and will not change.
Dawn Walker noted that most attendees at the meeting would have seen the Tweed Sun Newspaper
dated March 7th 2013. The article reads “Fasten Seat belts for more landings at Coolangatta.”
It states that Coolangatta Airport could be taking on Brisbane Airport’s extra traffic flow if the QLD
government has its way. Dawn stated that the key aspect of the article was that a Regional Airport
Plan could see improvements to Gold Coast Airport fast tracking developments including extending
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the runway, expanding the terminal and the installation of ILS. Dawn asked ASA to please comment on
the Regional Airport plan including the possible extension of the runway which will enable larger,
heavier, nosier aircraft using the Gold Coast Airport which was not in the Airport Master Plan.
Elissa Keenan explained that the Regional Airport Plan is QLD Government plan and that Airservices
are unable to comment on the plan nor on Gold Coast Airport operational matters this question
pertained to. Elissa further advised that Airservices is unable to comment on the Gold Coast Airport
Master Plan and therefore handed the question over to the Airport Representatives.
Charles Martin advised that in response to the article, Gold Coast Airport was not the source of
information for the article. The airport had no input into the article and was unaware of the article
until it was printed & distributed.
Dawn Walker asked if Gold Coast Airport is currently planning to, or has any future plans to extend the
runway.
Charles replied that any future developments on the airport are stated within the Master Plan.
Roger Graf – Fingal Head
Asked if the details printed in the newspaper are untrue then why the airport hasn’t refuted the
article. The community is unaware as to what is true and what isn’t.
Charles replied stating that the Airport cannot follow up on every misleading or negative article which
is written about the Gold Coast Airport.
5.
ANACC Report
ANACC Representatives in attendance at CACG
 Bill Pinkstone Banora Point & District Residents Association
Brett Curtis –ANACC Chair, reported on the key topics discussed at the ANACC meeting held 28th
February 2013.
 Noise Monitoring Units
Airservices are investigating a location for a temporary EMU to be placed approximately 1.4km
south of the original monitoring unit at Tweed Heads sewerage treatment plant. Temporary
installation is to be used initially to establish if this new location is suitable for a long term
permanent Noise Monitor. The location of the temporary monitor is near the Colonial Tweed
Holiday and Home Park. It is intended this position may replace the original location which is no
longer available for use.
ASA is yet to confirm if the lease has been signed, the committee will be advised of the outcome
once finalised.
Airservices are working a programme for the use of temporary noise monitoring units surrounding
Gold Coast Airport operation, suggested locations for these temporary noise monitoring units are
to be presented by Airservices to the July ANACC meeting. Airservices have received
recommendations from the community on possible locations.
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 Noise Abatement Departure Procedures
A lengthy discussion was held following the committees request to Airservices to mandate NADP 1
(steepest departure) for departures from RWY 14. Airservices have not formally confirmed
however initial discussions suggest a mandate on departure procedures is not within Airservices
powers, this is to be confirmed.
The use of the portable noise monitoring units to identify the noise benefits of different departure
profiles was discussed and a request was made to Airservices to investigate the ability to include
this into the already prepared portable noise monitoring unit program. It is hoped the evidence
gained from such a program will assist in future requests to airlines to voluntarily adopt NADP 1
when using runway 14.
 Aircraft Noise Information Report
A request has been made to Airservices if the new format Aircraft Noise Information Report’s
produced by Airservices on a quarterly basis can include a detailed runway use table similar to the
one included in the previous Noise And Flight Path Monitoring System reports. Airservices have
committed to investigate.
A request has also been made by the committee for the Aircraft Noise Information Report to
include reference to a duration of noise event or similar noise exposure measure. Airservices have
committed to investigate further.
 Airservices Noise Improvement Strategy
Airservices provided an overview of their proposed Noise Improvement Strategy for the areas
surrounding Gold Coast Airport. Airservices are to present similar to the CACG tonight.
 Gold Coast Skydive
Archie Jamison of Gold Coast Skydive provided an update to the committee on the current
improvements to their operations. Gold Coast Skydive have recently purchased a Piper Chieftain
Twin engine aircraft which enables them to carry 5 tandems at a time, this is in comparison to the
Cessna 182 which holds 2 per time.
The new aircraft has significantly reduced the number of movements carried out by Gold Coast
Skydive and through Air Traffic Control also enables their climb procedures to be carried out at a
greater distance from the coast over water, both providing a significant improvement to the noise
generated from their operations.
Elissa Keenan from Airservices asked that it be noted in the summary of proceedings Airservices
acknowledgement to Mr Jamison for his proactive work in helping identify a way to improve noise
outcomes for the community, noting that Mr Jamison had gone to extensive lengths in his
operation to help the community.
The February ANACC meeting minutes are available on the Gold Coast Airport website.
Question/Announcement
Karen Morrison – Fingal Head
Les Fisher (Chair) touched on a new departure
procedure from the northern end of the runway,
was this discussed at the ANACC meeting – 28th

Response

Martin Simpkins – Airservices
The procedure is not a new procedure; the
change is ensuring an existing flight path is
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February?
The new departure procedure from the northern
end of the runway which was implemented in June
2012 has resulted in aircraft flying closer as the
aircraft tracks south creating additional noise for
the residents of Fingal Head and Kingscliff. We are
now visually seeing aircraft that are tracking south
as well as the noise pollution that comes with it.
Did Airservices implement a departure change the
procedure knowing it would increase noise for
Fingal Head and Kingscliff residents?
Karen Morrison- Fingal Head
If you confirm that Airservices were aware that the
procedure would result in aircraft flying closer then
why was there no community consultation?

Karen Morrison – Fingal Head
Les Fisher referred to it as a new procedure and
there has been a change within the DAPS manual,
and the impact which you just confirmed you
knowingly changed the procedure that is resulting
in an increase of aircraft noise for the residents of
Fingal Head and Kingscliff.
Karen Morrison – Fingal Head
Why was there no consultation

Les Fisher – CACG Chair
Asked on behalf of the community why can’t
aircraft fly further off the coast.

Joc Steel – Fingal Head
What is difference between a procedure and a
flight path?

flown correctly, this has been discussed
over the past two years at the ANACC
meetings and at previous CACG meetings.
Now that the procedure is operating
properly and aircraft are positioned where
they originally were, it has resulted in
aircraft flying closer to the coast.

Martin Simpkins –Airservices
The procedure is an existing procedure
which was being corrected; the aircraft are
flying closer because they are flying a
procedure which was already in place which
is now being flown correctly.
Martin Simpkins – Airservices
It is a new procedure, but not a new flight
path.

Martin Simpkins – Airservices
The procedure was implemented due to the
fact that the aircraft can no longer fly the old
procedure.
Martin Simpkins – Airservices
This would require a change to the flight
path.
Neil Hall – Airservices
Every procedure which is changed is required
to go through an environmental assessment.
The environmental assessment will indicate
to ASA if a community consultation is
required, and in this case there was no
consultation required as there was no
change in the flight path.
Martin Simpkins – Airservices
With the interim procedure the Air Traffic
Control were required to direct them where
to go, now with the original procedure in
place the aircraft will be directed by auto
pilot.
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Where were the planes flying prior to the
implementation of the new procedure?

Karen Morrison – Fingal Head
Can the aircraft not track 3 miles out off the coast?

Les Fisher - CACG Chair
Asked that ASA investigate wether the track south
could be further off the coast without negatively
affecting largely on other factors.

Pat Tate - Banora point Districts and Residents
Association
Who employs the person responsible for the
allocation of taxis and directing people to what taxi
they are to use at Gold Coast Airport?
Is there a process in place to stop favouritism
between Gold Coast Cabs and NSW cabs?
Roger Graf – Fingal Head
Wished to acknowledge a vote of no confidence in
the ANACC Representative for the Fingal Head area
Jenny Spragg – Terranora
Questioned the current flight path through Banora
Point and whether there are any planned changes
to either the procedure or flight path?

Helen Twohill – Fingal Head Community
Association
An ongoing recommendation from the committee
is the installation of all weather access from the
aircraft to the terminal. There has been an

These departure procedures are typically
designed for separation of aircraft,
segregation of other areas of airspace and
noise abatement responsibilities. It was
designed to turn out as quickly as possible to
the ocean then head east until at least 2
miles out then track south over water.
Martin Simpkins – Airservices
There are many factors which would need to
be taken into consideration.
Elissa Keenan – Airservices
Advised that ASA will follow up on this
request and, shortly there will be a
presentation on how Airservices is actively
exploring noise improvement opportunities
for the community. This initiative can be
added to this list for further investigation,
although a timeline cannot be committed at
this stage on when the investigation would
be undertaken.
Marion Charlton - Gold Coast Airport
Replied advising that the taxi rank marshal is
employed by Gold Coast Cabs however is
funded by Gold Coast Airport. The system
that is in place is that there is a short fare
cab space, where the NSW cabs can park, so
if someone requests to go to NSW, the
marshal is to always direct the passenger to
the NSW cab if there is one available.
Brett Curtis – ANACC Chair
The ANACC Committee is aware of Fingal’s
concern with communication between FHCA
and ANACC Rep and has been discussed.
Neil Hall - Airservices
Advised that this question will be taken on
notice. Neil advised that in the next
presentation Airservices were providing an
update on work being done around aligning
the southern departure track more closely to
the golf course.
Brett Curtis – ANACC Chair
There is no progress on this item. Access is
being investigated at other airports around
the world although as yet there is nothing
suitable for installation at Gold Coast Airport.
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immense amount of wet wether in recent times and
this raises safety concerns, has there been any
progress on this item?
6. Airservices Update

Elissa Keenan – ASA Manager of Community Relations
Elissa advised that the CACG is the primary forum for ASA to communicate with the local community.
Airservices presented an overview of their new noise initiated change process.
A key Airservices objective in being actively involved in CACGs is seeking to improve noise outcomes.
This means looking for, finding, and where feasible, implementing change. Airservices wants active
consideration of, and consultation on, proposals or ideas and seeking input from the CACG is a very
important part of this process.
A ‘noise-initiated change process’ has been drafted to guide this objective and Airservices sought
input and support from the Department of Infrastructure and Transport and the Aircraft Noise
Ombudsman.
This is a process for change driven by improving noise outcomes and allows for earlier identification
of feasibility. If a proposal is considered as likely to result in an improved noise outcome, it will then
enter the complete change process for implementation.
Airservices outlined the process as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Identified change opportunity solely for improved noise outcome (CACG/community, Airservices,
Airports, Industry, issues/complaints analysis),
Airservices will undertake an initial high level assessment that includes potential noise impacts and
will be provided to the CACG for feedback before progressing further,
ATC feasibility assessment and options,
Updates to CACG including proposed/likely timelines and next steps,
Change process including environmental assessment, and
Airservices to keep CACG informed of the progress

Airservices advised that while they have a focus on exploring noise improvement opportunities,
making or implementing change is difficult. However, Airservices will continue to look for
opportunities and further engage in considering those opportunities. The CACG is central to
improving noise outcomes.
Airservices is currently reviewing a proposal for departures from Runway 14 - to consider whether
the departure procedure can be amended to realign the path more closely to the Club Banora Golf
Course (centred more closely down the golf course). This was a recommendation in the Noise
Abatement Procedure (NAP) Review presented to the CACG in 2012.
Airservices is exploring this proposal now and will keep the CACG updated of progress and is one of
the first initiatives being explored (nationally) and put through the new process.
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In addition, Airservices outlined a recent change that was also recommended in the NAP review with
the defined noise sensitive areas in the Pilot instructions now amended to include more residential
areas.
Airservices also provided an update about the Gold Coast parachute operation and the changes
introduced by both the operator and Air Traffic Control to deliver an improved noise outcome for the
community.
Question/Announcement
Roger Graf – Fingal Head
How did Airservices come up with the idea of
having a straight runway, and then go and change
the approach and departure procedure for the
airport? Was there any thought or consideration
into the affect the changes would have on the real
estate of the properties affected?
Roger Graf – Fingal Head
When was this incorporated as a flight path

Karen Morrison - Fingal Head
The attendees at the CACG have just heard that
Airservices is committed to attend 3 CACG forums
per year. Do you advertise Airservices attendance
at these meetings other than on the Gold Coast
Airports website?

Jenny Spragg – Terranora
Over the past two years I have noticed that flight
paths are flying using anything but over flight
departure 14. I have been persistent in recording
overhead flights and requesting flight paths
information from Airservices. The last lot was
requested; I was advised there was no flight path
over my house. How can aircraft fly within five
minutes of one another and one fly using the
correct flight path and the next be way off track,
what hope does this provide for the community if
this can occur

Response
Elissa Keenan – ASA
There has been an increase in aircraft traffic
although there have not been any changes in
flight paths.

Elissa Keenan – ASA
Airservices Information has previously been
provided on this, but Airservices can take this
question on notice and provide the date to
the next meeting or include as an attachment
for GCAL to distribute
Elissa Keenan – ASA
No, as Airservices is an attendee of the CACG,
we do not manage the meetings nor the
information provided about the meetings,
this is the responsibility of GCA and we need
to ask you to put that question to GCA.
Brett Curtis – GCAL
The Gold Coast Airport is responsible for the
advertisement and date of the forums which
is standard across all airports.
Elissa Keenan – ASA
There have been no flight changes in the past
two years as asked although there have been
an increase in aircraft traffic. Airservices will
discuss this issue offline with Jenny to provide
what flight paths surround her residence and
answer any further questions Jenny may
have.
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Helen Twohill – Fingal Head Community
Association
The frustration heard in Roger Grah’s question is
Airservices inability to confirm what the community
have been able to confirm through extensive
freedom of information process that there is no
Airservices decision to implement the 070 flight
heading which comes over Fingal Head and
surrounds. Airservices has been unable to produce
a document showing when this decision was
agreed upon. The only document which Airservices
refers to is the reference to the Dec 2011
Environmental Report which refers to ANACC
meeting some years ago. We are all aware that
ANACC is not a decision making body.
Airservices need to come clean and produce the
documents requested.
Helen Twohill – Fingal Head Community
Association
Where is the evidence of the decision?

Bill Rowe- Fingal Head
Given that it has just been confirmed that there
is a 070 flight path and that it has been
discussed in the path. The members of the Fingal
Head Community Association would like to know
when, how and why this decision was made,
when was the community consultation?
Where is the documentation – on paper to prove
it?
Les Fisher – Chair
Are Fingal Head residents stating that they do not
like the flight track and want to peruse that it be
moved?

Observer – No name announced
It is the question is the validity of the flight path
and the process in establishing the path.
Roger Graf – Fingal Head
If there is no validity to shift the aircraft, if the
path is valid, then show us the documentation
proving this.

Elissa Keenan – ASA
070 is a published flight path and has been in
place for many years. As outlined earlier, a
summary will be put together for the CACG.

Neil Hall- The procedure was discussed at the
ANACC as this was the primary community
consultation forum at the time for Gold Coast
Airport. There was no CACG in place at that
time,

Helen Twohill – Fingal Head Community
Association
No, The Community want to know how the
flight track was implemented without the
mandatory Environmental Assessment and
community Consultation.

Les Fisher – Chair
Confirmed that CACG has been made aware
that Fingal Head is looking for some answers
and is unhappy with the 070 procedure.
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7. Operations and Development
Charles Martin – General Manager Aviation
In regards to development there have been no new aircraft routes been established. There were Charter
Flights operated by Cathay Pacific from Hong Kong over 3 days in January to coincide with the Chinese New
Year.
There have been no new projects started or completed since the last CACG meeting.
Question/Announcement
Joslin Steel – Fingal Head
In reference to the EMU, Brett Curtis mentioned
“appropriate” readings; can you describe what is
determined as an appropriate reading?

Karen Morrison - Fingal Head
Brett Curtis took on notice to investigate the
benefits of having a Jet Blast Wall at the
Southern End of the runway, can an update
please be provided.

Response
Brett Curtis –
By appropriate it means accurate readings,
basically ensuring that the noise monitoring
unit is picking up aircraft noise only and not
surrounding area noise.
Brett Curtis –
Discussions have been held with acoustic
consultants and GCA have been advised
there will be no noise benefits by installing a
Jet Blast Wall at the Southern end of the
runway. The Jet Blast Wall to the north was
installed to deflect jet blast and does not
create aircraft noise benefits.

8. Other Business
Ron Brent – Aircraft Noise Ombudsman
Ron Brent introduced himself as the Aircraft Noise Ombudsman, Ron advised he had been appointed the
role in relation to the handing of aircraft noise issues around Australia and has been in the role for
2.5 years.
Ron explained that he is appointed by the board Airservices Australia however is appointed under a charter
which guarantees his independence and ensures that on matters of aircraft noise and how he responds to
them the board of Airservices & its organisation cannot interfere.
Ron advised he understands the significance and importance of the independence of an Ombudsman and
advised that his role and further background information is listed on the website: www.ANO.gov.au
There are 3 key parts to the role:
 Handling of complaints
 Distribution of information in regards to aircraft noise
 Consultation issues
Ron provided an overview of his role and advised that he will not be attending every CACG but at advised
the attendees if they are unhappy with responses they are receiving from the CACG forum they can
contact him directly on the email address: ANO@ano.gov.au
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Question/Announcement

Bill Pinkstone- Banora Point District & Residents
Association
The issue which has been raised over the past
years is the duration of noise. Do you believe
there is merit in perusing the request to record
and report the duration of a noise event.

Bill Pinkstone- Banora Point District & Residents
Association
Are we able to get a report for RPT arrivals and
departures on a runway basis for the airport?

Response

Ron Brent – ANO
Believes that this area needs to be further
considered, and is currently involved in
reconsideration of the standard
measurement for aircraft noise. The
Standards Australia which runs Australian
Standards 2021 is the organisation and the
standard which defines the noise exposure
forecasts which in turn is the key input into
planning decisions into where houses
should and shouldn’t be built and if they
should be insulated.
The Commonwealth Department is
currently working on alternative ways to
measure and describe aircraft noise.
Ron advised that the duration of noise and
how it can be reported will be investigated
and followed up personally.
Elissa Keenan – ASA
As advised to Bill at the ANACC, this
request has been put through to ASA and
will be investigated. ASA welcomes
feedback on ASA reports and is currently
reviewing feedback received for recent
reports. Recommendations and feedback
can be sent to:
community.relations@airservicesaustralia.com

Roger Graf – Fingal Head.
The airport is affected by two time zones. Living
in NSW this means that during day light savings
aircraft can be flying over the community at
midnight. Is there an option to enforce curfews
based what state the Aircraft will be flying over?
Les Fisher – CACG Chair
Who is responsible for the airport curfew hours?

Ron Brent – ANO
This is a valid concern although this is
outside his brief as curfews are enforced
by the government under a
Commonwealth Parliamentary Act.
Ron Brent - The Act was an act by the
Federal Parliament, in order for the curfew
to be changed it has to be an initiative of
the Federal Government. The Government
has released a statement in the White
Paper (formal policy) stating that they do
not intend to alter curfews – extend or
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reduce. ASA and the department do not
control curfews.
The Chair thanked Ron Brent for attending the meeting and taking the time to clarify his role.
Tim ing of Meetings
A recommendation at the last meeting was to review the timing of the meetings as there were some
concerns that the timing of the meeting was inhibiting the volume of attendees. The Chair asked for
comments from the group on this recommendation.
The group participated in a general discussion with the point raised that during day light savings it means
the CACG forum does not begin until 7pm NSW time. The Chair asked for a show of hands on the
preference between day or night meetings. Meetings held at night received the majority of votes.
9. Recommendations this Meeting
 All weather access from the aircraft to the terminal – ongoing
 Airservices to explore whether the current southbound track, 2 nautical miles east of Fingal Head
can be moved further east.
10. Meeting Schedule for 2013

Wednesday 28th August 2013

Wednesday 4th December 2013

1800hrs
1800hrs (QLD TIME)

Twin Towns – Visions Room
Twin Towns – Visions Room

The Chair closed the meeting at 2005HRS
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